
With iconic inventions such as the parking meter 
and the shopping cart, the state of Oklahoma  
has enjoyed a legacy of innovation. But 16 years 

ago, the legislature noticed that lack of early stage funding  
was preventing great ideas from coming to market.
 The remedy was i2E Inc., a not-for-profit organization 
that bolsters new companies by providing business advice 
and access to capital. To date, i2E has helped launch more 
than 580 companies. The $20.9 million the firm has invested 
in Oklahoma companies has leveraged an additional $478 
million in private investment.
 “We’re the bridge between innovation and the creation  
of a new company,” says President and CEO Scott Meacham. 
“We fill a niche in commercializing technology that no one  
else fills.” 

SEEDSTEP ANGELS
Under contract with the Oklahoma Center for the 
Advancement of Science and Technology, i2E provides 
business guidance and mentorship services to position 
companies for investment. Of the startup or growth funds  
a company will need, i2E can provide up to 50 percent.
 The matching funds often come from the SeedStep Angels, 
a statewide group of angel investors managed by i2E. It’s 
a voluntary affiliation; SeedStep Angels is comprised of 
independent investors who make their own decisions about 
investments. 
 “They get the benefit of our due diligence and a pipeline of 
innovative companies to consider,” Meacham says. “They are 
true partners, coming alongside us and helping companies by 
providing capital and, oftentimes, business advice.”

 GROUNDBREAKING INNOVATION
The selection has never been better, Meacham notes: “We’re 
working today with companies that have a national presence.”
 The i2E portfolio of companies includes one seeking a cure 

for pancreatic cancer and one developing a product that bonds 
with arsenic to help solve arsenic poisoning in groundwater. One 
company was recently selected by a global social media platform 
to become one of its marketing development partners. Another 
is now working all over the country with one of the nation’s 
largest insurers.
 “These little companies in Oklahoma are having a big impact 
across the country and across the globe,” Meacham says. 
 Opportunities to get involved abound on both ends: i2E 
is always looking for new ideas to invest in and for angels 
interested in investing alongside the firm. 
 “It’s really fun to work with these exciting new companies,” 
Meacham says. “We have the opportunity to be in on the 
ground floor of game-changing technology and groundbreaking 
therapies.”
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•  More than two-thirds of i2E-assisted companies  
are still going strong in their fourth year. 

•  i2E-assisted companies experienced 31 percent job  
growth in FY2013 with an average wage of $73,395,  
compared to a 1.3 percent job growth statewide with  
an average wage of $38,250.
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